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Introduction 
 
In autumn 2011 I stumbled across an online advertisement for the American Public Gardens 
Association’s five-day annual conference in Columbus, Ohio. The 2012 conference was 
entitled ‘Garden Paths’ and was advertised as an opportunity to explore the challenges and 
opportunities faced by public gardens in the 21st century. As a Team Leader within a public 
garden (RHS Wisley) this subject greatly interested me and I thought this would be a good 
opportunity to see what horticultural ideas and fresh perspectives lay in the USA. 
 
The conference would provide me with the chance to visit a wide range of gardens and 
community projects in the Midwest, a region with a climate comparable to the UK, including 
the Franklin Park Conservatory and Botanical Gardens which houses a four acre 
edible/community garden campus. As a specialist in fruit and vegetable growing I was keen 
to gather ideas from this new project. 
 
After the conference I planned to travel from Ohio to neighbouring Illinois, principally to visit 
the four acre Regenstein Fruit and Vegetable Garden at Chicago Botanic Garden which I 
had heard of from previous students at RHS Wisley. This garden has a reputation for 
engaging audiences and delivering good education and community programmes, so I 
wanted to meet staff there to discuss their approach to growing edibles in a public space. 
When I contacted the garden they were very accommodating and arranged a full day of 
tours and meetings for me.  
 
During my time in Illinois I also planned to visit a number of other gardens to get planting 
ideas, learn more about the climate and horticultural heritage of this area and take full 
advantage of being in the USA for the first time in my life.   
 
I knew this experience would give me the opportunity to build new friendships, share 
knowledge and increase my confidence and enthusiasm for my work in public gardens in the 
UK. 
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The Conference 
 
The APGA Garden Paths 2012 Conference programme stated 
that public gardens in America are faced with serious 
challenges such as how to answer to stakeholders; how to 
reflect and engage with increasingly diverse communities; how 
to cope with shrinking budgets during a period of deep 
recession and how to respond to the public’s increasing 
awareness of environmental issues. 
 
The conference promised to be a place to examine these demands and the opportunities 
they might present and help deligates “reflect on the identity of the public garden... focus and 
define what they do and make decisions"1. I felt that since many of these challenges are 
relevant to the UK, the solutions might be too. 
 
The conference was split into the following “paths”: community cultivation, conservation, 
development, education, horticulture, leadership and marketing. Deligates could focus 
entirely on the path particularly relevant to them or to pick and choose talks from across all 
the disciplines to find solutions for their projects. 
 
The itinerary was huge and choosing my topics was difficult. I decided to attend a lot of the 
tours since I had never been to the USA before and wanted to see as many gardens and 
community projects as possible and talk to other candidates within these settings. I also 
wanted to attend talks on the community cultivation path as I knew this is where vegetable 
growing in public spaces would be discussed. 
 
The itinerary I followed was: 
 
Tuesday 19th June 
8am: Registration 
8.30am  – 4.30pm: Distinctive Gardens of Columbus day tour visiting Topiary Park, Park of 
Roses and Inniswood Metro Gardens 
4.30 – 7.30pm: Opening reception  
 
Wednesday 20th June 
8 – 11.30am: Gardens of Green, Gardens of Service tour of community gardens, urban 
greening and food growing projects. 
12.45 – 1.15pm: Team building in public gardens  
4.30 – 7pm: Franklin Conservatory and Botanical Gardens tour followed by dinner  
 
Thursday 21st June 
9.45 – 11.15am: ‘A Balanced Plate’ workshop about connecting gardens to the community 
through food. 
2-3.15pm: Student Research Presentations 
3.45 – 6.30pm: Ohio State University Chadwick Arboretum & Learning Gardens tour & talks 
 
Friday 22nd June 
8 – 11.30am: German village: Urbans Gardens Perfected tour including German Village, 
Schiller Park and three small, private gardens 
1.30-2.30pm: Strategic Partnerships for Community Gardens 
3.15 – 6.30pm: The Dawes Arboretum Tour  

                                                           
1
 As above 
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Whenever there were gaps between talks and tours, there was an opportunity to spend time 
in the conference reception area, talking to other delegates, making contacts and viewing 
the range of stands from companies selling irrigation, glasshouse construction, ecological 
consultancy and plant collections cataloguing. 
 

 
 

This is Harvard Ostgaard from IrisBG, a company which is developing plant collections 
management software to rival BGBase. Harvard was very keen to find out how the RHS 
manage their collections and what challenges they experience with BGBase. Iris is based in 
Bath, UK; Harvaard is Norwegian and from a software development background while his 
colleague is a British botanist and they are very excited about their product. 
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APGA 
 
The American Public Gardens Association 
(APGA) was founded in 1940. It was originally 
called the American Association of Botanical 
Gardens and Arboreta and adopted a new name 
in 2006.  
 
APGA has 500 member institutions located in all 
50 US states and eight countries and individual 
members in every state plus 25 other countries. 
 
The APGA aims to increase the knowledge of 
public garden professionals through information 
sharing, networking, professional development, 
raising public awareness and research. Their 
mission statement is “Advancing Public Gardens 
as a force for positive change in their 
communities through national leadership, 
advocacy and innovation”2. 
 
 
 
Their president is Paul B. Redman from Longwood Gardens so they have very strong links 
with that garden. 
 
By having an annual conference they have managed to create a strong sense of community 
and many of the people I met have attended the conference annually for over a decade. The 
conference is held in a different US city each year which helps foster pan-American support 
and allows candidates to experience the very different climates and communities of the 
different US states. 
 
The APGA also organise regular professional development programmes on new subjects 
such as green roofs, have a careers centre and help organise internships. 
 
They also collaborate with organisations such as Sentinel Plant Network which is involved in 
detection and diagnosis of pests and pathogens and the North American Plant Collections 
Consortium (NAPCC). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
2
 APGA website 
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Columbus 
 
Founded in 1812, Columbus is the capital of the U.S. state of Ohio and the USA’s 15th 
largest city and the Ohio State University has the nation's largest campus. The city has a 
diverse economy based on education, government, insurance, banking, fashion, defence, 
aviation, food, clothes, logistics, steel, energy, medical research, health care, hospitality, 
retail, and technology. In 2009, BusinessWeek named the city as the best place in the 
country to raise a family3.  This year Columbus is celebrating its bicentennial year, the city 
was looking well maintained with some street planting and a music festival.  
 
The conference was in the downtown area with lots of large hotels and conference facilities. 
This was well maintained and easy to get around but not very culturally interesting. People I 
met at the conference told me a lot about a previous year’s conference in Chicago, how 
dramatic the buildings are and how great the street planting is so I was very excited that I 
would also be travelling there on this trip. 
 
 

 
 
The view from my Hotel room in downtown Columbus 
 
Geography of Ohio 
 
Columbus was built at the confluence of the Scioto and Olentangy rivers. It is relatively flat 
due to a large glacier that covered most of Ohio during the Wisconsin Ice Age; differences in 

                                                           
3
 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Columbus,_Ohio 
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elevation range from 200-345m above sea level. Soil types vary around the area but most of 
Ohio is good agricultural land mainly used for grain production. 
 
Weather 
 
The region's climate is characterized by hot, muggy summers and cold, dry winters. Winter 
snowfall is relatively light, since the city is not in the path of strong winter lows. Severe 
thunderstorms are common, bringing lightning, large hail and tornadoes, especially during 
the spring and autumn. 
 
Like most of North America, the Midwest was experiencing a heatwave when I was there 
with temperatures nearing 40 degrees celcius every day. The conference facilities and 
transport were all well air-conditioned but the heat posed a health risk to many older people 
and those without air conditioning and the local TV was giving advice on how to cope, 
advertising free access to the city’s swimming pools.  
 
Having come from a wet summer in the UK, the sun was a pleasure for me but I soon 
became aware that many horticulturalists were really worried about their trees which were 
under acute stress and we now know that this has had devastating effects on the country’s 
agriculture.  
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Tours 
 
Distinctive Gardens of Columbus                       Tuesday 19th June 
A full day tour looking at 4 very different gardens in the city 
 
Topiary Garden 
 
This whole garden is based on post-impressionist painting entitled “Sunday Afternoon on the 
Isle of La Grand Jatte” by Georges Seurat.  The idea to create a topiary version of the 
painting came from a Columbus artist called James Mason who thought it would be 
interesting to experiment with nature mimicking art rather than the other way round. So, it is 
a landscape of a painting of a landscape! 
 
Until the mid 1990’s the site was an unattractive park created on thin topsoil over the rubble 
of the burned down Ohio School for the Deaf. The project was started in 1984 and 
completed in 1992. 
 
The frames are made of 5/8 inch bronze and are set in 18 inches of concrete. To give a 
sense of depth, the figures in the foreground of the main viewing point are created much 
bigger than those far away. There are 54 people, eight boats, three dogs, a monkey and a 
cat. The pond represents the River Seine in the painting. 
 
The creators used yew rather than box as they’re concerned that box would suffer in harsh 
winters. They trim the yew in June and throughout the summer to keep the figures looking 
crisp. Some plants have suffered from weather damage so many have been replaced and 
have not fully grown to cover the frames. They sourced this second generation of plants from 
a local nursery in the hope of finding genotypes best suited to the environmental conditions. 
 
 

 
The garden taken from across the pond (admittedly not the angle that is designed to look 
exactly like the painting!) 
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A photograph of the real painting which I took at the Chicago Art Institute 
 
The garden is open to visitors at all day and admission is free so all kinds of people can 
engage with this garden and the original artform that it mimics. The garden has the same 
calmness of the painting and it is a unique experience to walk amongst the still figures. 
 
There must be many other pictures that would be equally representable in topiary. For 
example, a couple of topiary people or sheep in an existing landscape making it reminiscent 
of a British landscape painting would be great for a large country garden. 
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Columbus Park of Roses 
 
In 1951 the Columbus Rose Club began to plan for a municipal rose garden and the 
following year the City Council provided a 13 acre site within the large Whetstone Park. It 
was built in 1953 and soon after the American Rose Society moved its headquarters there.  
 
The Park of Roses is now maintained by the City of Columbus Recreation and Parks 
Department but is supported by a Rose Foundation. The Foundation was set up after the 
garden was built and volunteers told us this is advantageous in that it can circumvent certain 
city laws.  
 
The garden is free to all visitors, accessible to strollers and wheelchairs and open all day, 
year around. There is only one permanent staff member funded by the city; the rest of the 
work is done by volunteers. 
 
There are 11,500 roses (the most anywhere in the USA) and about 424 different cultivars. 
The Foundation is aiming to get more cultivars so they have the most in the USA.  
 
There are three rose gardens, said to represent the evolution of rose species and hybrids 
and people's changing tastes in varieties, colours and cultivation techniques. 
 

 
 
The Main Garden (above) is an Italianate formal design with roses grouped into symmetrical  
beds round a large fountain. Thick grass lawns divide the sections.  
Most of the roses here are hybrid teas, floribundas and shrub roses. The full effect of all 
these “modern” roses blooming at once can best be seen from the iron observation tower at 
the north end of the garden. 
 
The Heritage Garden showcases old roses such as centifolias, gallicas, damasks and 
rugosas which bloom only once a year but were used by hybridizers to create our modern 
roses which bloom repeatedly through the growing season. 
 
The Earth-Kind Rose Demonstration garden is the first one outside the deep South. This 
is a program developed at Texas University in 2001 where commercially available roses are 
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tested to select varieties requiring no pesticides or fertilizers, no irrigation after the first year, 
no winter protection, no dead-heading or pruning. This garden design has an informal layout 
and is under planted with shrubs suited to contemporary American home gardens. They 
judge resistance to disease as not more than 25% of the plant being affected. The idea of 
the programme is to prepare for a time when there may be a ban on pesticide use in public 
parks. 
 

 
There are also some attractive perennial plantings beside the rose garden 
 
The rose garden is very traditional in appearance and, though the quality and quantity of 
blooms was impressive, the overall effect was not to my taste at all. The use of large un-
composted chipped wood (from municipal tree work) as mulch looks very glaring. Many of 
the roses had lost their lower leaves due to black spot and other fungal disease, leaving 
much of the bark on display.  
 
It is also clear that the garden suffers from lack of staff so deadheading was not kept on top 
of and the path edges were not swept so bark spilled onto them. The roses in the main part 
of the garden are managed with a reduced pesticide programme that was not sufficiently 
controlling mildew and blackspot. 
 
My favourite part of the garden were the perennial beds to one side (pictured above). This 
would have looked good intermingled with the roses, as at RHS Wisley’s new rose garden.  
 
One interestingly fact I learnt is that cost has forced staff to grow the roses they propagate 
themselves on their own roots rather than chip-bud them onto rootstocks - they have found 
that this means plants are slower to flower in their first year or two but problems with virus 
have been reduced. 
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Inniswood Metro Park 
 
Inniswood Metro Gardens are 123 acres of streams and woodlands with over three miles of 
trails. The landscaped gardens at the centre of this were made on the site of the 37 are 
estate of Grace and Mary Innis, left to the Metro Parks in 1972. The garden is dedicated to 
the “enjoyment, cultivation and preservation of nature's treasures”4 and has more than 2,000 
species of plants, specialty collections of hostas, daffodils, daylilies and several themed 
gardens including the rose, herb and woodland rock garden. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                The Rock Garden 
 
The Inniswood Garden Society was created in 1984 to help Metro Parks develop Inniswood. 
The Metro Park is predominantly funded by property tax so its finances and future are very 
secure. They managers decided to call it a Metro Garden to try to distinguish it from other 
public parks because skating, jogging etc are not allowed. There is no admission fee. 

 
 
                                                           
4
 Inniswood Metro Park welcome brochure 

Open area used for wedding receptions and other events 
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Volunteers in the Garden 
There are over 300 volunteers and a paid Volunteer co-ordinator position.  
Volunteers are very well organised: the co-ordinator knows all their names, tries to ensure 
they feel highly valued and have a lot of “ownership”. They are split into teams depending on 
their areas of interest: roses or glasshouse for example. Teams have catchy names such as 
the “Bucket Brigade” who do all the watering and the “Bluebirds” who monitor the bird boxes. 
Volunteers need to attend 4 classes and a tour during their first few months which acts as a 
screening process to determine interest, commitment, reliability and horticultural knowledge. 
Within the volunteers there is also a “Design Interest Group” who plan all the dazzling 
container planting. There is a theme each year such as Primary Colours, Art Works, Cool 
Blue or Music. This year it was pieces of music. 
 
Children 
The Sisters’ Garden is a 2.8 acre children’s area with seven different gardens including a 
story maze with Native American legends carved in the paving, a wetland garden for frog 
spotting, a country garden with orchard and windmill and a secret garden with willow tunnel. 
This is an attractive and educational area of interest to all visitors. The trail takes children 
through the woods and over the stream so it’s adventurous without needing to have specific 
play equipment. 
Children’s education programmes are themed each year – 2012 is all about soil. 
 

 
The orchard with annual flowers beneath 
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Horticulture 
Inniswood experience problems with deer which they tackle by spraying plants with 
peppermint and clove sprays. These wouldn’t work well in the UK as they need to be 
reapplied after any rain. 
The woodland is managed carefully – they leave fallen trees for biodiversity. The Parks 
Officer comes to do tree inspections and only removes weak ones from path edges where 
they pose a risk. There are volunteer working parties to remove non-natives like 
honeysuckle and garlic mustard. 
Diasporus virginiana (persimmon) does very well there despite very harsh winters and drops 
lots of fruit in autumn from high up in its canopy. 
 

 
 
My favourite feature was this knot garden made with Buxus, Berberis and Euonymus. All the 
brickwork, building and hard landscaping features were very well designed and maintained, 
making an excellent setting for the plants. This is something I came to notice in all the 
gardens I visited in America and left me aware of the importance of investing in good quality 
infrastructure in new garden areas before planting so that they will stand the test of time and 
look good year round. 
 
Conclusions from tour  
The topiary garden was an interesting concept that would make a great theme for a garden 
within a larger space but as a standalone garden did not hold our interest for long. The rose 
garden was impressive in its scale but the design and management practices did not reflect 
the progressive work of the trials. The Inniswood Metro Park was by far the most impressive 
feature of the tour. Their standard of finish and the way of engaging and managing 
volunteers was inspiring. 
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Gardens of Green; Gardens of Service              Wednesday 20th June 
A half day tour exploring urban restoration and community projects 

 
Grange Insurance Audobon 
 

 
 
This is a community space that has been created on vacant industrial land and reclaimed 
wetland. The site was partly chosen as it is an important site for migratory birds and the 
Audobon Society for bird conservation were involved in the project. Funding  also came from 
Grange Insurance, the city and some grants and the building now generates income as it is 
used for weddings and conferences. 
 
The building has many green features including a deep overhang for shade, to reduce the 
need for cooling, guttering running into a rain garden that captures water and lets it drain 
slowly while supporting native plants, patterned glass to prevent birds flying into it, a 
geothermal well for heating. 
 
The building is used for adult and children’s education programmes. The children’s 
classrooms inside are themed as “Water”, “Forest” and “invasive Species” to inspire learning 
about conservation. 
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Gantz Farm Allotments 
 

 
 

This site was a community farm owned by the state and used to house foster children. When 
it was closed down the land lay empty and many felt this was a waste. The city 
commissioner started asking questions about what could be done. He worked with the local 
Somali community and asked them what they needed. They said the thing they missed most 
about home was growing their own food so this site was handed over as a community 
garden, what we would call allotments. Individuals are charged a nominal fee and asked to 
grow organically. 
 
Over time it became such a success a second site was opened up on the same land for 
Burmese refugees who also wanted to grow food. 
 
The projects has allowed the Somalis and Burmese to get back in touch with their roots and 
it has also inspired many Americans and taught them new techniques to extend the growing 
season into winter and to capture rain with sunken beds. 
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Franklington Gardens 
 

 
 

Franklinton is a very depressed neighbourhood that has been cut off from the city. The 
original town is older than Columbus but the freeway isolated it from the rest of the city and 
then in the 1980’s it was designated a flood zone and property lost value as it could not be 
insured. As homeowners left, predatory landlords moved in and just sat on properties, letting 
them decline, waiting for the flood defence wall to be built. Less than 25% of tenants here 
have a high school diploma and half are unemployed5. When Patrick Kaufman moved into 
the area due to a supported house buying scheme he was shocked to find most residents 
bought their food from the nearby petrol stations which were the only shops within walking 
distance so they had no access to fresh produce.  
 
He set this project up in the hope of inspiring and teaching people to grow their own and to 
actually produce quantities of food to supply to local people. 
 
The food production side of the project has been the most necessary and so they’ve now 
stopped calling it a community garden and call it an urban farm instead. 
 
They now have several sites and their largest one is only 1/3 acre. 
 
In their second year they produced 2500lbs food; in their third (2011) 7000lbs. 
They distribute this through food pantries (where those on low incomes can exchange 
tokens for food), faith meals and local diners and delis. They also hold markets in the 
community from July-September where they accept food tokens which, along with the sales 
to diners and delis, generates some income to put back into the project.  
                                                           
5
 First person comment, Patrick Kaufman, 20

th
 June 2012 
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They have had minimal voluntary help from the community but do pay some people to work 
for them. Sadly it has been very difficult to inspire the immunity to get involved or grow their 
own, even though many have gardens at their rented properties. 
 
The project is run back Patrick (whose wife works to support the family) plus two unpaid 
workers and unpaid interns who are provided accommodation in a project-owned house. The 
Peace Corps help with the admin. 
 
The site we visited was well set up with a low-pressure gravity-fed rain collection system 
(pictured below) which provides 80% of the water they need, mounded beds made of 
imported soil (as the site is builders rumble and they are worried about contamination) and 
lots of free bark mulch from the council 
 
When asked what help they needed most they said they need to set up a volunteer base, 
need more materials (such as wood for raised beds) and help securing funding. 
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Mid Ohio Food Bank 
 

 
 
The Mid Ohio Food Bank serves over 5,000 families with free food donated by business and 
individuals. They have recently set up demonstration gardens outside the pantry. The 
gardens are too small to produce much food for the bank (2000lb supplied in 2011 but 
millions given out) but they are in a position to be highly educational. They hope to inspire 
behavioural change in the people they support and are running simple courses on container 
veg growing and nutrition. The garden contains a central seating area where families wait for 
the bank to open. This is an opportunity to capture peoples’ interest and inspire 
disadvantaged urban people to think about where food comes from and the possibilities of 
growing their own. 
 
Conclusions from tour 
 
It was really interesting to see four different community spaces existing for very different 
reasons. The first was a well-funded story of successful urban regeneration providing good 
facilities and an events space that helped make it financially sustainable.  The allotments 
looked after themselves and showed that a project works best if you consult the community 
and find out who they are and what they really need. The Franklington project was ambitious 
and idealistic but seemed worryingly unsustainable: Where would future funding come from? 
Without community engagement how would these projects help rejuvenate the community? 
The food bank scheme is a model that works really well in the USA already and is well 
supported by businesses and individuals. Having a demonstration garden there seemed like 
a really good idea to inspire people about what they could do – with greater support courses 
could be run here to show people how to grow their own and perhaps link them up with other 
potential allotment sites. 
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German Village                                                             Friday 22nd June 
A half day tour looking at European style gardens in the city centre  
 
History of German Village 
Germans first migrated to Columbus in 1814 and by 1865 a third of the population was 
German. They set up breweries and became very prosperous. With the outbreak of the 
Great War in 1914 it became dangerous to be German so names were changed, books 
burnt and people left. Then prohibition ruined the breweries and the depression drove the 
remaining people away so the German area of Columbus became very depressed 
In 1970s Frank Fetch began restoring the 233 area site and set up the German Village 
Society. In 1975 the area got on a National Register of Historic Places and in the 1980’s 
property prices soured. It’s now a really desirable part of town and its European-style 
gardens are a key feature. 
 
Horticulture 
Individuals are free to design and improve their gardens but all are maintained by one 
garden company that everyone pays into and it is compulsory to have your garden kept to a 
high standard. The village holds open house and gardens weekends and regular tours. 
The most significant feature of German village is that the gardens spill out onto the street in 
a way that is really unusual for American gardens. In America it is traditional to cut your 
garden off from the road with a fence and to have an area of lawn to display your house and 
your ability to maintain lush grass even in a drought. In German village the front gardens of 
the narrow streets are densely planted with ferns, hostas, begonias and other shade tolerant 
plants and there is planting in beds along the pavement. Street lamps have hanging baskets 
on them and there are wonderful glimpses into perfectly maintained back gardens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   
                   A front garden taking over the pavement 
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As part of the tour we were taken to Frank Fetch Park designed to represent one of the 
“Social Gartens of Munich” then 23 acre Schiller Park which was the centre for festivals and 
neighborhood activities since the early 1800′s. It has a lake and fountain built in 1891 and a 
bronze statue of the German poet Schiller made in Germany and transported free of charge 
across the Atlantic. 
 
We also visited this charming, small front garden designed by Tracy DiSabato 

 
 
 
Conclusions from tour 
This tour was a chance to learn some very interesting American history and see what an 
important role gardens can play in the regeneration of an urban area 
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Host Gardens 
 
Franklin Park Conservatory and Botanical Gardens 

Wednesday 20th June 

 
 
Set within an 88 acre public park, Franklin Park Conservatory and Botanical Gardens 
houses plant collections from around the world. The John F. Wolfe palm house (above) was 
built in 1895 and houses more than 40 species of palms and annual exhibitions include 
Butterflies.  
 
In 2009, the four-acre Scotts Miracle-Gro Community Garden Campus opened as a resource 
for gardeners, educators and community groups and has become a location for events. It 
features culinary and medicinal gardens, rose and fragrance gardens, a berry house, fruit 
espalier, community garden plots, a pollinator’s garden, an education pavilion with a 
demonstration kitchen, and a Live Fire Cooking Theatre. The headquarters of the American 
Community Gardening Association is located here along with a community gardening 
resource centre. 
 
Other new projects at Franklin 

 Light installation in Palm House illuminated each evening by the light installation of 
world-renowned artist James Turrell 

 Event space 
 Roof top gardens 
 Conifer and grass garden 
 Annual and perennial trial 
 Hosta garden 
 Satellite garden in Downtown – just beds and volunteer programme 
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Franklin organised the main conference 
dinner which was spectacular. We were 
welcomed with cocktails made with fruit from 
the garden and given the chance to explore 
the grounds and try pizza from the outdoor 
kitchen. 
 
500 people were then seated on long tables 
outside the conservatory and served a 5 
course meal made entirely from local 
produce – even the wine was from Ohio. 
 
I sat with a group of Longwood Graduates; 
we talked about our careers and gardens we 
knew and loved in the US and UK. When it 
got dark we danced and enjoyed the light 
show from the conservatory. 
 
I had not paid for this meal (as I thought it 
was not the best use of RHS and Merlin 
funding!) but I am so glad I was able to 
attend - thanks go to Janet O’herir for so 
kindly giving me her ticket and to Franklin for 
hosting such memorable evening. 
                                 
 

 

 
 
The light show at the Palm house 
 
 
 

Mingling before the meal 
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The community garden campus at 
Franklin

 
 
Demonstration Vegetable Garden 
Really attractive, neat, good paving and 
Edging and ornamental, walk-in fruit cage 
in background 
 
 
 
Therapeutic Garden –  
much better access than raised beds 
 
 

 
 
Pizza oven and outdoor kitchen 

 

 
                                                    Schools/summer camp plots – small and neat 

Community Growing area (people pay for a 
plot or volunteer for 10 hours instead) 
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Chadwick Arboretum and Learning Gardens       Thursday 21st June 
 
The Chadwick Arboretum and Learning Gardens cover the campus of the Ohio State 
University. There has been an Arboretum here since 1888 but it was only properly 
recognised and named Chadwick in 1980. The intention of the gardens is to “provide an 
educational environment to advance the knowledge of students in their horticulture studies 
and to be a resource for learning about plants for the campus community and general 
public”6.  
 
The APGA conference delegates were welcomed to the garden for a Hawaiian themed 
evening. I was given a lift there on Bill Dawson’s motorbike and wreathed in Hawaiian 
flowers as soon as I arrived! 
 

 
APGA delegates networking at Chadwick’s Hawaiian-themed evening 
  
Much of the planting around the campus is quite traditional, providing a useful resource for 
horticultural students with collections of classic plants for shade or groundcover, all clearly 
labelled. 
 
Within Chadwick there is also a trials ground, trialling plants for the All American Selection. 
These trials are run at a number of different gardens, all being managed in the same way. 
Seed companies pay to have their seeds trialled and get useful feedback on the optimum 
site, soil and region for their plants as well as the prized use of the All American Selection 
branding. The management is designed to assess their suitability for home gardeners so 
there is no pest and disease management and minimal watering. 
 
                                                           
6
 Chadwick Arboretum website, mission statement 
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Plants are assessed 3-4 times per year. One major problem they have is rabbits so they 
frequently spray plants with a sulphur product called “Liquid Fence” which is effective 

     Johnny Linneville from NYC Highline looking at the bedding trials 
 
For me, the most impressive feature of Chadwick was Adrian Bloom’s perennial planting 
right outside the main campus building. Adrian was there to talk about his work and his close 
relationship with Chadwick. I had attended a talk given by him at Wisley before in which he 
mentioned his work in North America and showed images of this garden but it was much 
more inspiring to listen to him describe his design while it was there in front of me, clearly 
impressing the crowds.  

We learned from Adrian that this colourful planting of shrubs and perennials is a stark 
contrast to the concrete and municipal planting that previously framed the main entrance and 
receives great feedback from staff and visitors to the campus. 
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Dawes Arboretum                                                      Friday 22nd June 
 
Located just east of Columbus, The Dawes Arboretum was founded in 1929 by Beman and 
Bertie Dawes. The arboretum is now an enormous 1,800 acres, allowing for space for 
DAWES ARBORETUM to be written in Thuja occidentalis ‘Woodwardii’ trees in a size that 
makes it visible to planes flying overhead!   
 

 
The conifer sky writing   
 
The arboretum has nearly 250,000 visitors a year. There are over 12 miles of trails through 
meadows, wetlands, woodlands, around a Japanese Garden and past plant collections 
including Hamamelis, holly and conifers, NAPCC recognised Aesculus and Metasequoia for 
and part of the multi-site Acer collection. I discussed multisite collections with delegates 
there and learned they are increasing in popularity in the USA as they allow for different sites 
to grow the species and cultivars best suited to their conditions. 
 
The Arboretum is involved in the conservation of Ohio flora including the propagation and 
cultivation of plants of wild known origin. Other research projects include evaluation of native 
and non-native plants, phenology, natural resource management and conservation 
agriculture. 
 
The conference event held here on the final evening of the conference was a beautiful three 
mile walk around the lake, through the conifer collection and past the Japanese garden. 
Wine and spectacular canapés were served at intervals throughout the walk and by the end 
of it I was part of a large and quite rowdy group doing last-minute networking with all the 
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people we hadn’t yet had a chance to talk to. It was here I met Andrew Bunting, Curator of 
Scott’s Arboretum and Anthony Aiello, Curator and Director of Horticulture at the Morris 
Arboretum (please see contacts section) who are APGA conference regulars and finally 
caught up with Pam Allenstein, NAPCC manager to talk a little about collections policies and 
exchange contact details for future dialogue. 
 

 
The Japanese Garden 
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Talks 
 
Team Building and Staff Structure Strategies for Managing Our 
Growing Public Gardens        Karen Noecker – Franklin Park 
 
Responsibilities of Horticulture Division at Franklin (15 staff and loads of volunteers)   

 Educating 
 Professional and Educational Associations 
 Signage 
 Working with exhibits (ensure they have a horticultural element) 
 Consultation in peoples’ gardens 
 Turf care 
 Plant Records 
 Animal care 
 Composting 
 Harvesting and record keeping in community garden 
 Volunteers and interns (including corporate volunteer events) 
 All maintenance and production of plants 

 
Roles within division 

 Horticulture Designer 
 Greenhouse Support 
 Grounds Head 
 Grounds techs 
 Horticulturalists (Lead projects) – never employs them without degrees but some 

staff without degrees can work up to this level 
 Hort techs 

 
Decisions when structuring 

 What does the dept and the organisations need 
 Be honest about short comings 
 Current staff strengths, weaknesses and goals 
 Budget 

 
Strategies for success 

 Give your leaders opportunities 
 Nurture special interests 
 Pair the strong with the less experienced 
 Admit when something isn’t working and make changes 
 Get staff involved in organisation; make them aware of history and talk about budgets 
 Be fair and honest, set clear expectations, get involved and recognise everyone is 

different 
 Employ on 6 month contract initially – it works like a long interview! 

 
Team Building 

 Make teamwork a priority (include those who’d rather work alone for fairness) 
 Encourage people to ask for help and show them it is OK to fail 
 Encourage comradery 
 Praise when a project is successful and get them to look at it 
 Show how individual contributes to whole 
 Give support and you’ll get support back 
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A Balanced Plate: Connecting Gardens with the Community 
through Food 
 
The opening speaker of this session stated that gardens need to continually assess how 
they are relating to their communities and look for new opportunities to reach new 
audiences. She pointed out that food is the perfect medium to do this, through exhibits and 
programs or by engaging the community. She said that horticulture, especially food growing, 
can be the bridge between formal and informal education. It can be where society gets its 
science. 
 
Four speakers from US Gardens which have edible areas were invited to contribute their 
experiences: 
 
Richard Piacentini, Phipps Conservatory and Botanical Gardens  
Food is the most important way that people and plants interact and the way we produce food 
affects our health and the environment. 
Pittsburgh hosted a “Feeding the Spirit” event in 2011 and the town linked up with Michelle 
Obama’s “Let’s Move” campaign to create “let’s Move Pittsburgh”. The town has a Farmer’s 
Market, organisations improving school lunches and community and schools projects. 
Phipps cafe has a mission statement to mirror the campaign, serving only healthy food and 
banning junk.  
Staff at Phipps feel the whole campaign has added to the organisation’s credibility.  
 
Mary Pat Matheson, Atlanta Botanical Garden  
Edible Gardens are the new Children’s Gardens. Veg Garden is an area people stop, look, 
question and learn in. They’ve designed theirs as an amphitheatre so people can really look 
but can’t reach to pick! 
When you talk about food you need to eat it. Cocktails on Thursdays, chefs making nibbles, 
cookery demos on summer weekends.  
They have recipe cards next to crops designed so that they can be photographed and an 
outdoor kitchen with special volunteers and celebrity chef events. 
Work with other urban gardens and community growers and always aim to ensure projects 
are sustainable, collaborative and fit the community and there’s not just a proliferation of 
short-term stuff, especially as it’s important to keep donors interested. 
Mary feels this work is not stretching their mission but reflecting what’s important to people. 
 
Ellen Grevey, Franklin Park Conservatory and Botanical Gardens  
7 acre campus is a living classroom. They have an educational pavilion with cooking 
classes, composting classes, thai chi! 
40 community plots which produce 15,000 tonnes of food much of which is donated for use 
in educational events stuff and/or given to a food bank. 
Growing to Green project involves staff going out into the community, helping community 
projects get started and informing people about healthy choices. There are about 200 
projects on the go with almost 100% retention. The community programmes have helped 
them reach a more diverse audience. 
Food education ranges from basics of what stuff is to “foodie” expertise, depending on 
audience. Edible Gardens can be a way of inspiring people about healthy eating in a non-
nanny-state kind of way. 
Edibles gardens are a way to bring in people in their 20’s and 30’s - a hard to reach 
audience for Botanic Gardens. Franklin hold ‘From Farm to Table’ outdoor dinner events 
which are a celebration of the food of Ohio. 
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Brian Vogt, Denver Botanical Garden  
Took over a community garden on the edge of their land and now have plans for a potager 
and community cafe and outdoor kitchen 
Their children’s area has a toy farmers market. 

The display garden at Franklin’s community campus 
 

I got some great practical ideas from this session, particularly using recipe cards on signage 
in veg gardens for people to photograph. I also felt the speakers helped me find words to 
express my own feelings about the value and importance of fruit and veg gardens and the 
role they can play within public gardens and the wider community. 
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Student Presentations 
 
Having spent time with the Longwood Graduates, I wanted to attend these talks to support 
them, hear more about their projects and pick up tips on giving presentations. Here is a brief 
outline of the four talks I attended. All these presentations are available in full online at 
http://www.publicgardens.org/content/other-2012-presentations or copies of the studies can 
be requested from Longwood Gardens, Philadephia 
 
Parks on Disused Railway Lines 
Ashby Leavell, Longwood Graduate Program 
 

 Natur Park Sudgelande – South of Berlin 
Park on old freight line – vegetation established naturally and now maintained. 

 Bridge of Flowers - USA 
Bridge between two communities which a woman’s group made into a park. The 
success of the park ensured the bridge got restored. 

 Highline – NYC 
Designed for users, lots of collaboration, lots of seating 

 Promenade Plantee – Paris 
A viaduct with cafes beneath the arches and a walkway above. Improved the district 
and the buildings either side. 

 
Proposal to restore Reading Viaduct in Philadelphia – a park could be cheaper than 
demolishing it. 
 
Social Justice and Public Gardens 
Allie Skaer, Public Garden Leadership Fellow, Cornell University  
 
Definition of social justice: Equitable Use of Social and Economic Resources 

 Winterbourne Botanics - Birmingham, UK 
The visitors to the garden didn’t reflect the demographic of the area. 
Urban Veg Programme has really changed visitor and volunteer demographic 
Worked because they consulted the Muslim community 

 Eden Project 
“The Great Day Out” way of involving socially excluded people 
Has to be flexible to respond to the needs and interests of the particular visitors when 
they arrive 

 Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney 
Community greening link with Government housing body 

 
Is the genetic diversity of plants in botanic gardens representative of genetic diversity 
in the wild? 
Raakel – Longwood Graduate 
 
Do plants in collections reflect genetic diversity of wild? If the idea is to ever reintroduce 
them, they must. Used North American Oaks for study as seeds are recalcitrant so plants 
must be kept in living collections. 
 
Sustainability of school gardens 
Felicia Yu, Longwood Graduate Program 
 
Did a survey through National Gardening Association and got 1300 responses 
Challenges – funding, staff turnover, holidays, maintenance burden on teachers, lack of 
teacher experience with gardening 

http://www.publicgardens.org/content/other-2012-presentations
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Strategic Partnerships for Community Gardens 
 
Bill Dawson introduced this session by saying that community gardens give people a place 
to share gardening expertise, cultures, ideas and skills. Building successful community 
gardens requires strong partnerships, shared missions and community outreach. He and 
three other people he has worked with then shared their experiences. 
 
Bill Dawson – Franklin “Growing to Green” Co-ordinator 
Franklin supports school gardens, beautification of urban spaces and many other projects. 
It’s important for Franklin to get their expertise out of the conservatory and into the 
community. They help find and apply for grants, find land, test soil, do site inspections. They 
provide the expertise to ensure projects last. 
They now support over 250 projects, have strategic, community and corporate partnerships, 
such as Scott’s Miracle Gro. 
 
Leslie Strader, Sustainability Office within Mayor’s Office, City of Columbus 
Set up a group to explore challenges community gardeners bring to them, such as access to 
water, legality etc. Provide bark chip from city trees being felled to avoid Emerald Ash Borer. 
 
Kate Matheny, Grants Coordinator for Franklin County 
Community gardens are a relatively affordable way for the government to respond to 
community needs. Aware of need for access to healthy food. 
Challenges: law, land use policy, managing community dynamics 
 
Beth Urban, American Community gardening Association (started 1979) 
Supports projects and puts people in touch with each other. 
Done research into effect on value of houses a community garden can have in a 
neighbourhood. 
 
Patrick Kaufman, Franklington Gardens 
Moved into a deprived area himself through a government supported house-buying 
programme and saw need for project. 
City Land bank provided land for token $1 and used a start up fund from the Scott’s.  
“Harvest Parties” are good for drawing people in and gives people ideas about how to cook 
healthily too. 
 

Bill Dawson, Franklin’s “Growing to Green” who became a good 
friend during the conference and was very interested in the RHS’ 
work. 
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Contacts 
 
One of the best aspects of attending this conference was meeting people from across the 
USA and world, discussing their areas of interest and expertise and sharing my work at 
Wisley. These conversions occurred between lectures, on the coach to a garden or over 
dinner; many were brief but I parted with over 40 business cards and came back with as 
many. I now feel I could get in touch with all these people for further information for myself or 
on a colleague’s behalf. Here are some of the people I met, many of whom have not been 
mentioned until now in this report: 
 
Anthony Aiello (Director of Horticulture and Curator, Morris Arboretum of the 
University of Pennsylvania) 
Anthony was a McLaren scholar in the 90’s and visited RBG Edinburgh, Kew and Reading. 
He has a plant sciences background and loves walking in Wales. 
 
Andrew Bunting (Curator, Scott’s Arboretum) 
Lived at Tintinhall with Penelope Hobhouse, knows Jim G (loves Magnolias), Pam etc from 
Sissinghurst, Christopher Lloyd-Wright, Fergus Garrett and has visited lots of UK gardens. 
Is very interested in collections, even of cultivars and has strong links with NAPCC and 
talked about their work in collections across multiple sites. 
 
Shannon Carmody (Membership Manager, Seed Savers Exchange) 
I met Shannon at Chadwick and we discussed legislation surrounding providing heritage 
seed in the US. She said there is no legislation about what you can and can’t sell but they 
choose to do most as an exchange and only sell selected lines. They always make clear 
seed has been open pollinated. Contributors get to say what they do in the booklet (hand 
pollination for example) and some get a reputation for being good. She also has a friend who 
is an orchard manager and apple historian and showed an interest in the collection at 
Wisley. 
 
Grace Chapman (Director of Horticulture, Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden) 
Grace is a former McLaren scholar and Londwood Graduate 
 
Shari Edelson (Manager of Horticulture – Reeves-Reed Arboretum)  
Reeves-Reed Arboretum is made up of 13 acres of native woodland and cultivated gardens. 
Shari came to the conference because they are putting together a masterplan as it’s a 
historic garden in need of an overview so she came for that workshop. She says they have 
big problems with invasive species such as the Norway maple which impinges on other Acer 
species. 
 
Holly Cope Hanson (Volunteer Coordinator, Shangri La Botanical Gardens, Texas) 
I sat opposite Holly at the Franklin dinner and talked about her work 
 
James Hearsum (Longwood Graduate Fellow) 
James and I talked at length about the difference between horticulture in the US and the UK. 
He has since visited Wisley. 
 
Alex Henderson (Ontario Botanic Garden) 
Alex is British and was once staff at Kew. He is now married and settles in Canada. 
 
Johnny Linneville (Highline, New York) 
Johnny and I met at Inniswood and talked about our work. Some of the challenges he faces 
are funding, volunteers and the substrate of highline which is meant to be free-draining but 
isn’t in places. The substrate varies from 6 inches to 1 ft deep and is soil based, not a light 
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green roof substrate because of course weight is no issue on a former rail track. He told me 
lots about the highline and I was interested to learn that as they open up new sections of the 
highline, each is allowed to be quite different. 
 
Marion Litzinger (Programme Manager, Fairchild Challenge) 
Mariom is German but is based in Fairchild Tropical Botanic Garden in Florida where she 
runs the Fairchild programme which has an international arm. 
 
Peter Lowe (Native Landscape Manager, Dawes Arboretum) 
Peter was our guide on the Distinctive Gardens of Columbus tour. He told me Dawes 
Arboretum is 2000 acres but only 350 are fully maintained. He manages the woodland 
areas, does design and runs courses. He is trying to restore American chestnut and native 
woodlands. 
 
Derrick G. Miyasaki (Superintendent, Honolulu Botanic Gardens) 
I sat with Derrick on the way to the German Gardens Tour. We had some interesting 
conversations and he told me that native plants in Honolulu are so specialised (as they were 
cut off from the mainland) that they are not good at competing with weeds so are very hard 
to establish and maintain. 

 
Leigh Morris (Associate Director of Horticulture, Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh) 
I’d heard lots about Leigh before so it was funny to finally meet him in the Dawes Arboretum. 
He told me more about the Grow careers campaign which he is running in collaboration with 
the RHS. 
 
Janet O’hehir (Student, Melbourne University) 
Janet is a mature horticultural student. She is coming to UK in October. She gave me her 
ticket to Franklin banquet and I promised to show her around Wisley when she comes. 
 
Michael O’Keeffe (Programme Manager, Ohio State University) 
I met Michael at the Franklin evening event. He runs the Intern programme at Ohio State 
University. 
 
Joel Perkovich (Phipps Conservatory – Pittsburgh) 
I met Joel in the Community Garden at Franklin. He is a former private landscape architect 
who has recently joined public garden world for first time and is loving it! 
 
Art Presson (Superintendent, Green-wood Cemetery in Brooklyn) 
Green-wood cemetery has a huge legacy left to it which means they are comfortably able to 
maintain and improve their grounds and tree collections. Art invited my Wisley colleague 
who will be in Brooklyn in September 2012 to visit so I have passed his details on. 
 
Andre Pulte (Instructor and Undergraduate Coordinator, University of Tennessee) 
Andy and I attended many of the same tours. He is a knowledgeable horticulturalist and a 
conifer enthusiast. We talked a bit about fruit growing in Tennessee - they don’t have 
enough cold chill for blackcurrants and raspberries so consider them an exciting fruit but find 
blackberries possible and blueberries very easy. 
 
Beth Urban (Executive Director, American Community Gardening Association) 
I had contacted Beth prior to the conference and introduced myself after one of the 
community talks. We didn’t have much opportunity to talk so exchanged details in order that 
we can exchange ideas in future. 
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Chicago                    Saturday 23rd - Wednesday 26th June 
 
Getting to Chicago  
 
Shortly before leaving the UK, Joan Isabelli from the Chicago Botanic Garden contacted me 
to offer me a lift from Columbus to Chicago with Kris Jarantoski, Executive Vice President 
and Director; an offer I gratefully accepted. I met Kris during the conference but not for long 
as he was always surrounded by colleagues or seated on the top table at events so it was a 
real privilege to have him all to myself for the seven hour drive to Chicago. We set off at 6am 
in the morning and it was a very long, very straight journey there. Kris apologised for the 
less-than scenic flat cornfields and huge intersections of my first American Road trip! We 
talked of many things including the fruit growing regions around the Great Lakes, the rise of 
Farmers’ markets, things to see and do in Chicago and of course the Chicago Botanic 
Garden.   
 
Chicago facts and figures 
 
Chicago was founded in 1833 and is now the third most populous city in the US with 
approximately 2.7 million residents and a wider metropolitan area with an estimated 9.8 
million people. It is an international hub for finance, commerce, industry, telecommunications 
and transport (O'Hare International Airport is the second-busiest airport in the world) and it 
has the fourth-largest gross domestic product in the world, ranking ahead of London. 
 
Chicago geography  
 
Chicago is located in north-eastern Illinois on the south-western shores of huge freshwater 
Lake Michigan. It sits on a continental divide, connecting the Mississippi River and the Great 
Lakes watersheds. The city is naturally flat with variation between 176m (along the lake 
shore) and 224m at its highest point. Two rivers - the Chicago River and the Calumet River - 
flow through the city. Chicago's history and economy are closely tied to its proximity to Lake 
Michigan. 
 
Weather 
  
The city lies within the humid continental climate zone. 
Summers are hot and humid, with a July daily average of 
29.3 °C and normal summer, temperatures exceeding 32 
°C on about 21 days. Winters are cold, snowy and windy 
with a January average of -4.7 °C Temperatures often 
stay below freezing for an entire day and lows below −18 
°C occur regularly. Lake Michigan has some effect on 
moderating Chicago's climate and waterfront 
neighborhoods are slightly warmer in winter and cooler in 
summer. 
 
Upon arrival in the city, the lake breeze was a welcome 
relief from the baking heat and humidity of Columbus. 
However, the heatwave across North America continued 
into the week with even Chicago reaching record highs. 
 
 
 
 
Me standing beneath a sign that reads the temperature!  
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Chicago Botanic Garden 
 
As an organisation, the CBG’s mission is “To promote the enjoyment, understanding and 
conservation of plants and the natural world”7. For Kris Jarantoski, as Executive Vice 
President and Director of the garden, the purpose is even simpler: it is beauty because, he 
says, “beauty is important to people’s lives”8. 
 
Funding 
The county owns the land that CBG is on but CBG is run by the Chicago Horticultural 
Society. CHS is a private not-for-profit organisation that was founded in 1890 for the Chicago 
Exposition. Income to the garden is as follows: 
1/3 County taxes – this brings legislation about working throughout the county, employing 
people from minorities and engaging wide audiences 
1/3 Government grants, legacies and donations  
1/3 income from parking, shop, membership etc 
Membership of approx 55,000 member households. Cost to visit is $20 per car (stickers in 
car windows are scanned automatically to collate visitor info). Have about 1m visitors per 
year, about half of which are members 
 
Site 
Built in 1960 by Simonds and Simonds in a former wetland that was destroyed by the 
building of an expressway and channelling of the river. The garden is made up of a series of 
islands and has to be able to take flood water from the area and a lot is driven down by a 
badly designed industrial area further north. There is a hickory and oak forest on its east 
side. 
In last 10 years, the garden needed sound proofing from the highway so a burm was built. 
This is an earth mound with a 1.4 mile brick wall on top. It has been partially successful at 
reducing sound and CBG landscaped the outside edge so that passers-by become aware of 
garden inside. The soil is clay with a pH7.8. 
 

 
Map taken from CBG website 
 
 

                                                           
7
 CBG website 

8
 First person comment, Kris Jarantoski, 21

st
 June 2012 
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Design 
Overall the aim is to have natural areas on the outside with intense planting on the islands. 
CBG aim to bring in high calibre landscape architects from around world to design new 
areas and ensure they return to advise as the garden grows and develops. Garden 
Designers who have been involved include John Brookes (he designed the English garden 
and returns every couple of years) Oehme-van-Sweden (designed the area with huge 
plantings of herbaceous perennials and grasses) and Daryl Morrison (designed areas for 
native plants). All designers work to the masterplan to ensure the garden is not a “hotch-
potch” and all designers work with the garden staff to ensure their planting schemes are 
strong and suited to site, soil etc. 
CBG also ensures they have one language of signs and materials through the garden so it 
all holds together. 
There are several plant collections at CBG including Amelanchier (which was in an autumn 
state because of the drought) Thuja, Iris and Geraniums. All collections are planted into 
designs eg Salix and Cornus as winter garden. At CBG they always try to ensure the 
horticulture is underpinned by a strong design so it “sounds sexy”9 and they can sell it! 
 

 
John Brookes’ English Garden 
  
Garden Management 
Lagoon water is used for some irrigation but is very high pH (8) so clogs up nozzles and they 
prefer to use potable water. Have a special team focused on water issues and dealing with 
algae. 
6,000lbs of leaves collected from nearby village in autumn, shredded and left to break down 
for use the following spring. Makes an aesthetically pleasing mulch. Also have large manure 
pile for the roses which they mulch very deeply to give some winter protection. 
Labour force is massively increased in growing season with flow of casual staff (mainly Latin 
Americans) so this is when most of the work is undertaken. In winter the staff is reduced to a 
minimum and many casual staff head South. Director of Horticulture Tom Tiddens has 
learned Spanish to communicate with workers. 
Greenhouse only has plants that flower in Dec, Jan and Feb as this is the time they need to 
create the wow factor. They also have butterflies in the glasshouse. 
All spraying is managed by Tom Tiddens with two assistants. He uses IPM in most of garden 
but CHS made the decision to be organic in the fruit and veg area which has posed a real 

                                                           
9
 First person comment, Kris Jarantoski, 25

th
 June 2012 
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challenge. Tom also takes responsibility for all the fertilising of plants and now sprays a 
liquid nitrogen feed on to the annuals twice a year rather than treating the soil. 

 
New projects (Kris recommends doing them one at a time!): 

 1200 parking spaces designed to give “a sense of arrival” 
 Focus on Science Campus 
 Production Area with 26  different indoor growing environments including tall house, 

organic house, orchids, tropical, bonsai, aquatic 
 Children’s Garden 

 
Challenges 

 Pests – deer fencing, cattle grids, winter shoots, collies to scare off Canada geese 
 Drought – lakes down by 1ft in a week, many trees showing acute stress 
 Heavy soil leads to problems with phytoptora and other root rots 
 Apples trees were planted too deeply which led to crown rots 
 The management always want instant effect on designs so plant overly mature plants 

which worries horticulturalists and requires extra irrigation but in fact they usually get 
away with it 

 Emerald Ash Borer threatens all their ash trees 
 
Interpretation 
Permanent signage is slate with white print. Temporary signs can be created easily and 
match. Temporary signs are written by one lady so are uniform; staff are finding people take 
more notice of these than permanent ones. 

 
 
Science department 
CBG’s Science department is affiliated with North Western University and operates 
separately from the horticulture division. The scientists do conservation research but the 
garden doesn’t try to reflect that. There are two scientists who specialise in horticulture, 
doing trials and research on plant production and plants that suit the area.  
 
The plant trials area has been designed to look quite attractive 
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The new science building is fantastic and was modelled on Wakehurst Place. It is open to 
the public when the garden is open and is designed so that scientists and their work can be 
viewed and made accessible to visitors. 
 

. 
The building has a green roofs where a project is running to evaluate what plants are 
suitable for roof conditions with the aim of expanding the pallet of plants available to 
gardeners. The roof has 4”, 6” and 8” depths and is divided into two areas - non-natives on 
one, native from 100mile radius on the other. They have had to irrigate to establish new 
plants but will do once they are established. 
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Tour of the Garden 
 
I received a fantastic whistle-stop tour of the whole garden on a gator with Tim Johnson, 
Director of Horticulture. The standard of horticulture everywhere was incredible; not a weed 
or piece of plant debris in sight. 
 
The Circle Garden had managed to be seriously educational and beautiful at the same time, 
with plants grouped by region of the world, each with a simple slate piece of interpretation 
and backed by an impressive bright green Taxodium hedge. 

 
The Japanese garden was spectacularly structural. Tim was slightly apologetic of it, saying it 
was “a bit of Asian fusion” as had been built “before US really understood uniqueness of 
Japanese design”10. This island cannot be reached by visitors, only viewed from afar. 

 
                                                           
10

 First person comment, Tim Johnson, June 2012 
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Community and Education Work 
 
After my tour I met with Patsy Benveniste, Vice President of Education and Community 
Programmes, to talk about her work. She told me that as the garden is situated very far north 
of the city and doesn’t reach all the diverse communities that live in Chicago, community 
projects are important to reach further out than the garden can. 
 
Initiatives include: 

 Summer camp programmes focused on outdoor kitchen in Regenstein Fruit and Veg 
Garden 

 Urban Agriculture programmes - collaboration with City college to run a certificate in 
urban agriculture; take 15-20 adults with employment challenges 

 Youth Leadership Development Programme whereby CBG take 70 students and pay 
them to work in the community growing projects. Students then become advocates 
on healthy food. 

 CBG have created community gardens at a “Boot camp” and also at the office and 
factory site of Kraft. The latter was paid work which brought money into the 
organisation 

 College First scheme – school children come to work at the garden and are paired 
with horticulturalists and scientists to inspire them to further education. 

 
Patsy is clear that to be successful all projects must be income generating and economically 
sustainable. 
 

 
The outdoor kitchen with amphitheatre around it 
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Regenstein Vegetable Garden at CBG  
 
This ‘island’ at CBG was started in 1986. However there have been major improvements in 
the last 15 years as the donors felt there was more to be done to communicate messages 
and educate people about growing fruit and vegetables. So, in 1997 they donated more 
money for new projects including bees, a compost area, a display of tools, book stall, 
information about weeds, more signage, volunteer interpreters with display carts and 
directed staff to ensure the garden was predominantly edibles with flowers only as accents. 
 
I had heard lots about this area from the former Fruit Student at RHS Wisley and other 
interns and had very high expectations. I met with Lisa Hilgenburg who has recently taken 
over the running of the garden and we had lunch in a lovely cafe at the entrance to the 
island which promotes healthy, local, seasonal food. 
 

 
 
Note the chard planted under the glass partition 
 
Lisa and I had some really interesting 
conversations about the history of the garden and 
the challenges of growing organically (which they 
do) before crossing to the island. 
 
The first area we saw was their Rubus plants. 
This was interesting to me as they had purple 
raspberries which are common in North America 
but which I have planted in the unusual fruit 
garden at Wisley. Lisa had inherited this area and 
was not sure how to manage the plants so I 
explained their fruiting habit and how she could 
use the existing support structures to train them. 
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Walking around the garden it soon became apparent to me that my experience of fruit and 
veg growing from Wisley and other UK gardens was greater than their new team’s. Initially I 
was a little disappointed but then I felt proud of the knowledge I have built up and the history 
of vegetable gardening in the UK and realised that there was lots I could offer them. We 
talked briefly about training top fruit and I gave Lisa my details so that she can email for help 
at any time. I also suggested she visit Wisley for some masterclasses. 
 
The aspects of their work that I could learn from was the aesthetically pleasing way they’d 
approached everything and the educational ideas and displays 
 

 
Display of tools                                                         Information about composting 
 

 
Attractive edible hanging baskets 
 

                                                  
  Useful tips 

 

 A herb green wall 
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In the last few years they have found interpretation from volunteers engages visitors the 
most so on weekends they now have several volunteers in the garden, each with display 
carts. Themes for the displays often centre around healthy eating or specific foodstuffs to 
link with the time of year. Last autumn they had a chilli cart with many different chillies plus 
oils and other chilli products. 
 
The kitchen amphitheatre is the centre of the garden and is used for educational events for 
schools, summer camp programmes and celebrity chef events. Staff feel it has really 
increased visitor numbers to the veg island. 
 

 
 
The windows of the kitchen open up 
completely so that people seated on 
the wooden benches outside can 
see and smell the cooking. 
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Lurie Garden in Millenium Park 
 

 
 
 
Origins 
 
Until 1997 it was an asphalt park on city owned land. Millenium Park Incorporated, a private, 
non-profit organisation raised the funds to build the park and left a private endowment of 
10m for maintenance (they operate on the 5% earnings of this endowment) The garden was 
built in 2003 and planted up in spring 2004. It was designed by Piet Oudolf and was his first 
major commission in the US. The garden includes Piet’s infamous prairie style (pictured 
above) plus an area with native plants in more gardeneque setting area. 
 
There are classes run in the garden which are free to all to ensure garden meets its outreach 
goals but some income is made from memberships. Members get discounted parking 
underneath, some discounts locally and some members-only functions. 
 
Management 
 
There are two permanent staff, two seasonal staff, one part-time volunteer co-ordinator, one 
dedicated volunteer who looks after education and membership and one full-time intern. 
 
Piet continues to be involved in the garden. He is available for skype for consultations and 
comes back once a year to advise. 
 
Over the years there have been some changes to the original planting: 

 Some of the black locust trees the landscapers had chosen were removed as they 
were causing too much shade and plants were not growing beneath them 
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 Ageratina altissima and Tradescantia became invasive and were replaced with 
Achillea 

 
Cutting back is undertaken in early spring – they use a mulch mower over all planting and 
have to pass over it 5-7 times to chop it up fine enough to be able to leave the debris on the 
beds. 
 
Challenges 
Where soil has been improved a lot, growth gets too lush and floppy – in these areas they 
now need to remove the plant debris. 
Plants set seed freely and need to be weeded out to avoid losing original planting design. 
Now they try to choose sterile cultivars or, in the case of Amsonia and Asclepia, remove 
seedheads before they ripen  
 

 
Talking to Head Gardener Jennifer Davit 
 

Two nice plants I didn’t know were:  
Pycnoanthemum muticum –  
mountain mint with grey bracts 
and Agastache rupestre –  
lovely with grey foliage and orange flowers 
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Another interesting feature were 
the pathways made from offcuts 
of granite 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This is one of the most beautiful gardens within an urban setting that I have ever been to. It 
was an amazing experience stepping out of the busy city into such a calm, flourishing natural 
world. And yet somehow this garden belonged in the city, surrounded by iconic modern 
buildings and occasionally mimicking their shapes. 
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Morton Arboretum 
 
Background 
 
Mr Malden of Malden salt set up this garden in 1922 and left a large endowment for its 
maintenance. It is now run 50% from gate fee, membership and restaurant and 50% from 
the profits from this endowment. It has 30,000 members and 850,000 visitors per year. It is 
non-profit making. 
 
The intention of the Arboretum was always to have a research focus. Research programmes 
now include: in-situ conservation, taxonomy and systematics, entomology, pathology, soil 
science, forestry, root biology, plants in urban environment. The Chicagoland Growers Plant 
Introduction Tree breeding programme looks into trees that are adaptable to the urban 
environment. It makes some money from introducing new cultivars but most of the research 
is for peer review. Morton has two newsletters – one called “The Seasons” for members 
about what’s going on, one called “Green matters” which is sent to donors to gain support for 
projects 
 
The Arboretum covers 1700 acres. The growing environment there is good for a wide range 
of plants. The region is currently in zone 6 of the USDA hardiness map but their site is more 
like 5. Temperature falls to about -26 celcius. The garden is built on a clay soil but the 
drainage has been very well designed.  
 
The Tour 
 
I was greeted by Kunso Kim, Head of Collections and Curator. We had a conversation about 
the site and the collections and also about horticulture in the USA and how people’s titles 
always sounded much grander than they do in UK or Korea!  
 
Morton has living tree collections organised either geographically (eg China) or 
taxonomically (eg Lindens and Oaks). Kunso says as part of his job he must continually 
question the value of all the collections. 
 
Head of Horticulture Todd Jacobson then showed me round part of the site. It was the 
hottest day of the summer and most people were not venturing outside. We stayed in areas 
that provided some shade and sadly, he strongly advised me not to travel to the prairie. 
 
The first area we looked at was the hedge garden. This is a simple area where different 
materials suitable for hedging are demonstrated. It is laid out very attractively with the blocks 
of hedging providing great structure and is actually their most popular site for 
weddings.
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I asked Todd how they find box for hardiness as I had been surprised that The Topiary 
Garden in Columbus had not used it and he said Buxus microphylla was very hardy with 
them but B. sempervirens was sometimes damaged by winter conditions. 
 
One of Todd’s biggest ongoing projects is to update the cultivar selections across the garden 
to reflect what visitors might want and will be able to find. 
 
From 2002 – 2003 the garden invested $45m in new projects. One was the new visitor 
centre and carpark to give a really strong first impression. The visitor centre was a light, 
attractive building with great air conditioning and views – most needed on the day I was 
there. 
 

 
 
The cafe in the visitors’ centre looks out over a recently renovated lake which is planted up 
with American natives, planted in large drifts to create a dramatic garden-style effect at the 
water’s edge. 
 
Inside the centre, the garden and research work are interpreted really well – almost all the 
signs have something to touch or interact with such as a spinning globe. 
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$10m was invested in a creating a 4 acre children’s garden which has successfully changed 
the demographic of visitors and hopefully members too. 
 

 
It was really colourful and engaging with educational ideas and activities to appeal to 
children of all ages. 

 
A map at the entrance shows all the different areas to explore 
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There is a small veg garden within the Children’s Garden with plants laid out in a very simple 
and educational way 

 
 
Todd also showed me the maze garden which he has renovated and which is popular with 
both children and adults. 
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The viewing platform is build around a tree. An air spade was used to put in the supports 
without damaging the trees roots. They are also prone to storms and so have needed to put 
in lightning protection in the tree and viewing platform. 
 

 
 
Inside the maze is some attractive and interactive interpretation. Todd feels the rest of the  
interpretation across the Arboretum is in need of updating. 
 

 
 
Todd’s team is made up of 12 horticulturalists, 3 arborists, 2 lawn care workers and 35 
season staff and there are close to 1,000 volunteers across the whole Arboretum. 
Todd talked a lot about how over the ten years he’s been at Morton he’s gradually built a 
team that works really well and how fulfilled he and his staff now are. I found this really 
inspiring and realised that his patience, commitment and hard work have really paid off.  
 
The investment projects have been identified and managed well and visitor numbers have 
gone from 375,000 per year in 2002 and 2003 to 850,000 now; Todd was understandably 
very proud to be part of this. 
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Chicago City Greening 
 
As people at the Columbus conference had told me, Chicago is a fantastically green city with 
numerous parks and some really effective street planting. Evidently the previous mayor, 
Mayor Daley was a keen horticulturalist and knew urban greening was good for a city. He 
gave the entire street planting and maintenance contract to a local landscaper named 
Christy Webber whose company is now huge and successful.  
 
The planting in the wide pavement of Michigan Avenue was really impressive, using some 
very expensive plants like these Acer palmatum. There were schemes like this one for shady 
places and other for sunny spots. 
 

 
 

 
These oval beds were right down the centre of Michigan Avenue 
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Sweet potato, gerbera and lantana on the sunny side of the street 
 

 
This perennial planting uses North American natives including Echinacea had recently been 
planted in the central reservation of the highway running along the lake front out of Chicago. 
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The South Garden of the Art Institute of Chicago was designed by Dan Kiley and 
constructed between 1962 and 1967. The design is simple in composition and material 
which makes it feel very tranquil and timeless. The central plaza space is recessed and 
bisected by a rectangular pool which ends at the Fountain of the Great Lakes, by Lorado 
Taft (1913). Honey locust trees and flowering shrubs frame the fountain. 

 
Either side of the pool is a gridded planting of cockspur hawthorn trees (Crataegus crus-galli) 
in raised planters that ensure soil depth and provide a place to sit. The wonderful low 
branching habit of the trees creates a canopy over of the entire space, providing much-
needed shade on the day I was there.  
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Leaving the garden and taking the main road around the block, I came across this planting 
which seemed to take inspiration from the nearby Lurie Garden 
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Notice the rabbit in the 
foreground of the picture – 
these cause a real problem 
for gardeners in Chicago! 

The arch is from 
the former Chicago 
Stock Exchange 
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On the way back into the city after visiting Morton Arboretum I saw these temporary 
Community Gardens, built in a space that is soon to be developed 

 
 
Farmers’ Markets 
 
I love the concept of Framers’ markets but am often disappointed by them in the UK so was 
keen to visit one in the country where they were invented. 
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With the consistently hot spring and early summer they were experiencing, there was a wide 
range of summer crops available including cherries, peaches and courgettes. I spoke with 
growers who said the season was four weeks ahead of normal 
 

 
 
This stand was selling microgreens (seedlings) cut while you watch and bagged for $4 per 
ounce. This is seriously good business considering they’ve only taken a fortnight to grow and 
only need to be in a seed tray – I might copy her idea some day!  It suggested to me that 
Farmers’ Markets here are what they are in London – niche crops at high prices for 
middleclass urban foodies, not a way for real growers to get their goods into the community 
at affordable prices and cut out all the middlemen. 
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Lessons Learned 
 
Horticulture in USA 
 
The staffing structure of gardens in the USA seemed to differ from gardens I’ve known in the 
UK. There appeared to be less of an idea of working your way up from the ground through to 
management. Instead, horticultural graduates (who now invariably study horticulture to 
degree level) usually go straight into management positions. Meanwhile, much of the ground 
work is done by casual staff. When I commented on how articulate and business-minded 
many of the horticulturalists I was meeting at the conference were, some British trainees at 
Longwood said that behind these social skills lacked the depth of horticultural experience we 
value in the UK. I wonder whether this is true and, if so, what effect this might have on an 
organisation?  
 
I also noticed how much talk during tours and lectures was centred around how gardens 
were funded and was impressed that most horticultural graduates were interested in how to 
generate funding for projects and how to work collaboratively. I think horticulturalists in the 
UK would do well to understand these wider issues. One income-generating idea I really 
liked at Franklin was creating travelling exhibitions of plants. 
 
The way that many gardens, particularly Chicago Botanic Garden, utilise high-profile garden 
designers was interesting, as this is an approach the RHS are moving towards. CBG had 
established an effective structure for managing these relationships and involving expertise 
from their garden teams. It was also interesting to see that many of the gardens I visited 
were investing in good infrastructure (carparks, greenhouses, entrance ways, science 
buildings etc) despite the recession, seeing investment as crucial for building visitor 
numbers. All the gardens used high quality building materials and had buildings with green 
credentials which helped the gardens hold together well, look good in winter and stand the 
test of time.  
 
I discovered that planting design in US botanical gardens is usually the responsibility of one 
recognised ‘Horticultural Designer’ and that their work is often very display focussed. In their 
schemes and in street planting it is normal to use perennials like annuals and to plant out 
from 5L pots for instant effect. I was told by many horticulturalists that donors, designers and 
project managers often dictate the pace of work and demand instant effect and this need 
often supersedes best practice. Interestingly many said that the short-cuts they are forced to 
take (eg planting mature trees or dividing plants in dry summer weather) usually work out 
okay. 
 
Edible Gardening 
 
I hadn’t realised that community gardens in the US could just be what we would call 
allotments. I had expected more complex community collaboration and structure. It surprises 
me that allotments are so well established in the UK and are just starting to catch on there.  
 
The advantages of many of their “community gardens” are the mutually beneficial 
relationships they have with the organisations that set them up. The mother gardens benefit 
from the socially responsible credentials of running these projects while the community 
benefits from the expertise of the garden staff. The organisations are also able to set terms 
for qualifying for and retaining plots, which councils in the UK seem woefully bad at doing. It 
occurred to me that private organisations or charities like the RHS could be opening up 
additional allotment sites in regenerated urban areas where the councils are failing to meet 
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demand. This would extend their charitable purpose and allow them to reach into those 
communities and share expertise.  
 
On a smaller scale, existing veg gardens could have ‘world veg’ areas reflecting the cuisine 
of the local migrant populations and members of these communities could be drawn in to 
share this knowledge garden. 
 
The provision of technical fruit and veg information in USA seemed to be less than in the UK. 
Franklin staff said they specifically don’t provide information for free as they want to sell this 
knowledge through courses. The RHS is therefore probably the world leader in provision of 
this information, alongside perhaps the BBC. I was surprised to discover many American 
horticulturalists did not know the RHS and thought GYO is potentially the subject we could 
use to reach across the Atlantic. We might also be able to help advise on the issues that I 
was told are what prevents more people growing their own in the US: rented houses, lost 
knowledge and fears about soil pollution since these are apparent in the UK too. 
 
In the USA the interest in veg gardening is focussed on promoting healthy eating and 
providing access to fresh produce. We could talk more about this in the UK and also about 
world food issues. For example, at Wisley we could demonstrate the kinds of non-animal 
proteins that are easy to grow and how much more healthy and globally sustainable these 
food are. 
 
Specific ideas I picked up and plan to use in 2013 include recipe cards on signage near 
crops, designed for people to photograph and try at home and temporary signs to explain 
why a bed looks empty when something has just been harvested or sown – this is something 
I’d overlooked by assuming our audience knew what they were seeing and I’ve implemented 
it since. 
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Conclusion 
 
This trip was certainly the opportunity to develop as a horticulturalist that I had intended it to 
be. The challenges we face in the UK and US are similar: getting funding, appealing to 
different social demographics, balancing education and aesthetics; and this conference was 
a great way for me to get involved in finding the solutions. 
 
Talking to such a wide range of articulate, passionate people within horticulture also 
renewed my sense of excitement about the scope of the industry.  
 
I have come back with a wealth of ideas but also great confidence and pride in what we are 
already doing at RHS Wisley and other UK gardens, both in terms of ornamental and edible 
gardening, education and maximising the visitor experience. 
 
 
 

The Lurie Garden, Chicago 
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Breakdown of costs 
 
          
        
Item Cost 

Visa waiver  £8.97 

Travel to Heathrow airport  £30.00 
 

Flight £713.69 

Taxi to hotel £9.60 

Hotel in Columbus for 5 nights                                                                                                £442.29 

Conference fees £587.80 

Additional drinks and food in Columbus                                                                         £37.00 

Hotel in Chicago for 3 nights £325.83 

Drinks and food in Chicago for 4 days £148.00 

Travel to and from gardens in Chicago                                                                          £25.00 

Travel from Heathrow airport                                                                                          £15.00 

Total £2343.18 

  

Bursaries kindly provided  

Royal Horticultural Society £1200.00 

Merlin £600.00 

Personal spend £543.18 
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